Campus

BowTie
Cushion

Tutorial for a quilted bowtie cushion
to match the blanket
Everybody wants to feel good at home. Decorations play a big role here and should be exchangeable depending on the time of the year and your mood. Cushion covers are ideal for this purpose because they can be
changed easily to our liking. Give your living room a new look. The 3D quilted bowtie cushion will certainly
be a special highlight! An overlock machine makes it easy for you to join the squares and blocks.
Design: Madlen Steiger

Material:
* 5 squares of 11.5 cm each for the bowtie
		
2 background squares (fabric A)
			3 bowtie squares (fabric B)
* Fabric (binding)
2 x 6.5 cm x 21 cm (fabric C)
1 x 6.5 cm x 31.5 cm (fabric D)
1 x 9.75 cm x 32.5 cm (fabric E)
* Fleece (rear) 31,5 cm x 44,75 cm
* Aerofil
Setting:
*4-thread overlock: stitch width 7.5
			
stitch length 2.5

11,5 cm
x
11,5 cm
11,5 cm
x
11,5 cm

Tools:

*Roll cutter
*Cutting mat
*Scissors
* Needles
* Iron

For more creative ideas go to:
www.babylock/campus.co.uk
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1. Fold a bowtie square in half (right side is on the outside).
Please do not iron!
Place the folded bowtie square between the background and
the bowtie square (right side on right side and the folded
bowtie square in the middle). Sew along the edge.

2. Fold back the background square and the bowtie square.
Repeat the steps described in section 2 on the other side but
remember: if the first bowtie square was at the top on the
other side, the second bowtie square should now be at the
bottom. All five squares should now be joined.

3. Spread the bowtie square half in the middle so that the seam
allowances are opposite each other.

4. Sew the edges (with the open square half) together.

5. Then unfold and iron the bowtie.

6. The short binding pieces (2x fabric C) can now be sewn onto
the opposite sides.
7. Attach the narrow, long piece D to one of the free sides of
the bowtie.
8. Sew the remaining wide counter-piece E to the cushion cover
and fold it to a width of 5 cm by ironing.

9. Sew the fleece to side D and fold it so
that it covers the right side of the bowtie completely and part of the left bowtie on the other side.

10. Use pins to fix the
open sides (2x edge
of fabric C) so that
you can close the
side cleanly.
11. Now simply turn the
cushion cover right
side out, pop in a
cushion and that‘s it.
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